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critics. But it is more to be accounted for by the attitude of the poet himself who, äs man, stood outside of bis work in a way that none other had done since Shakespeare (v. chap II) .
It is now the opinion of many that Browning's rapidly attained development and singularity of method have caused his work to be regarded too largely äs a non-deducible, closed system.
2 ) This opinion may justify the emphasis which is here laid on certain aspects of a number at the poems and of the prose Essay on Shelley. It is noteworthy that, while a large significance for his own inner life has often been ascribed to the words of the artist's puppets, little has been attached to this Essay where he speaks in propria persona. It has here been regarded äs throwing much indirect light on his inner attitude to poetry, -a subject on which he did not care to express himself explicitly. His own preface to early works have also been found of special value.
Professor Herford's fine analysis of Browning's poetry and Professor W. J. Alexanders Introduction, with its keen appreciation of his dramatic art, have been found the most helpful of critical works.
The term "dramatic" has been used throughout in its widest sense, äs denoting that power by which a poet calls up and sympathizes with personalities other than his own.
Abbreviated References.
Berdoe -Cyclopedia to K. B.'s works, Dr. E. Berdoe. Brooke -Poetry of R. B., Stopford Brooke. B. S. P. -Papers of the Browning Society. Dome U -R. B. In the following pages, facts from biography and correspondence which are not allocated are based on Orr.
The page numbers of the Standard two volume edition of R. B. by Smith & Eider, 1906 , are subjoined in parentheses when a closer designation of passages has been required.
I. Shakespeare and Browning's Early Masters, a) Early influence.
Mrs. Orr says Browning had a "loving, lifelong familiarity with the Elizabethan school" (p. 33). In the Epilogue to Pacchiarotto he urges the English public to "try and test all", instead of simply a few favorite plays, of Shakespeare, whom he names "the best of the very best" (v. sts. 9,10,11). His "veneration" for the great dramatist in later life is noted by Dowden (p. 345) . The Essay in Shelley is made occasion for an appreciation of Shakespeare which is remarkable for intensity of feeling (v. chap II a). References to and illustrations from Shakespeare, which will be treated in due course. are more conspicuous in Browning's works and letters than SHAKESPEARE'S SIGNIPICANCE FOR BROWNING. 93 in those of any other of the great nineteenth Century poets. *)
On the other band, in all that extensive literature which has been written by and about Browning, no explicit mention has been made of Shakespeare in connection with the first twenty years of the poet's life, -with bis youthful verses, studies, favourite books, enthusiasms and poetic ideals. That Shakespeare had some part in these is to be taken for granted in view, firstly, of later developments and, secondly, of the position to which the romantic school had raised the great dramatist in the then literary world. But if that part had been a leading one it would certainly have elicited some after notice, like the other striking facts of Browning's youth, from the poet or bis biographers.
A further fact, and it is significant in the light of the foregoing, in that Browning made no serious attempt at dramatic writing before at the age of twenty he composed bis first published poem, Pauline. He stated in later years: "The thing was my first attempt at poetry always dramatic in principle, and so many utterances of so many imaginary personages, not mine."
2 ) In connection with this poem come the first hints which link Shakespeare with Browning's life and work (v. also chap III b).
The two facts must be accounted for by the following: the young poet's mind was occupied by literary influences which left no important place for Shakespeare and dramatic poetry. These are sketched below.
Browning's father, himself no meau poet, was devoted to ancient and eighteenth Century literature. He regarded Pope äs supreme among the moderns (Sharpe). His early influence on bis son, specially since the latter had no Eaton or Oxford life and was largely educated at hörne, must have been very important. It is known that the youth wrote at least one öde in imitation of Horace (Sharpe). It is probable that he attempted many verses in classical style.
3 ) Development, *) This fact must strike any careful reader.
2 ) Author's preface to edition of 1868.
3 ) Browning destroyed "nearly a hundred" of his early verses, says a letter written by his father in 1843. published in Asolando on the day of Browning's death, undoubtedly recalls his own youth. The Speaker describes how he had been sunk in Homer (and in Pope) at a surprisingly early age. Several passages in Pauline (pp. 6, 7, 9) teil that the world of Greek thought and beauty had once contained more meaning for the Speaker than the one in which he lived; for instance: "I was füll of bliss, who lived with Plato and who had the key to life".
His deep intimacy with Grenk literature remained one of the foremost facts of Browning's career. The earliest reference in Miss Barrett's writings to her future husband is: "Mr. Browning is said to be learned in Greek, especially in the dramatists." 4 ) Among the youth's favourite books were such äs Voltaire's complete works, Walpole's Letters, Letters of Junius, Francis Quarles' Emblemes. In Parleyings with Certain People, 1887, the poet displays a rather surprising familiarity with certain eighteenth Century authors who had ceased to interest most of his contemporaries: Bernard de Mandeville, Christopher Smart and G. B. Dodington. The iambic couplets which appear in this poem recall, in their construction, those of Sordello. The fact that the latter work, which will be shown to be a halting point in Browning's dramatic progress, was written in this form of verse, was probably a concession to his father's opinions.
Browning soon came strongly under the influence of Byron. As early äs 1824 he tried to publish a volume called Incondita, containing poems admittedly modelled after this poet. Sharpe gives the title of one äs Lines on the Moon, and records of this period that "the young Robert yearned for wastes of ocean and illimitable sands". In 1846 Browning writes: "I always retained my first feeling for Byron in many respects, the interest in the places he had visited, in relics of him" (L. II. p. 445).
The volume contained a fragment in direct Imitation of Fire, Famine and Slaughter (Orr), also lines on a Favourite Canary and on A Butterfly (Sharpe). The youth was doubtless to some extent under the sway of Coleridge and Wordsworth. Later, Browning not only adored Shelley, who is addressed in Pauline äs the "Sun-Treader", but, äs all biographers who touch the subject admit, was influenced by bis Weltanschauung.
5 ) The effect of this can be feit in much of Pauline's illusive imagery. The Essay expresses a continued admiration for Shelley äs man, for bis "simultaneous perception of Power and Love in the absolute and of Beauty and Good in the concrete".
Keats was also studied admiringly and a song in Paracelsus, whose caressing treatment of Nature is unique in Browning, strongly recalls bis style (v. Pt. IV p. 53).
Mrs. Browning states in a letter of 1859 that "Kobert always said he owed more äs a writer to Landor than to any other contemporary". This must refer largely to Landor's encouragement of the young poet's early dramatic efforts, for which Browning expresses bis gratitude in the Letters (II p. 85) and records it in the dedication of Luria where the words of Shakespeare's contemporary are applied to Landor: "Wishing what I write may be read by bis light". 6 ) Finally, the young Browning devoted much study to Italian literature. The great majority of bis poems deal with Italian subjects.
Is is signiflcant that none of the above exercised any decisive, moulding influence on the poet's work after Pauline.
b) Trend towards Shakespearian realism.
Pauline pictures a character which widely differs froin the writer's own. On the other band, all biographers state that it reflects the poet's own youth, on]y, Lowever, in a very vague manner.
A study of the poem in connection with subsequent developments convinces one that it gives expression to the following: Firstly, the poet's rising dissatisfaction with the pursuit of Beauty and Good in the abstract, with those views of Truth which he considered were obtained too largely by 5 ) Arnould remembers in 1847 that "Shelley was his God", v. Domett. e ) Browning was fond of this phrase, doubtless hecause of its application to Shakespeare. Adaptations of it occur in letters of Nov. 23rd, 1845 (Domett) and Feb. 23rd, 1889 (Wise). . R. ELLTOTT, an artist's consideration of his own individual mind and experience, and with the use of myths and personifications äs poetic subjects; secondly, a trend towards a realism which he himself recognised äs Shakespearean in character.
)
Conjectures to the effect that the poem reflects a youthful love affair, and the like, remain unproved. I believe that the heroine had mach of that significance for Browning which he in propria persona gives to the Venetian girl whom he metaphorically accepts äs his mistress in the well-known Sordello digression (Bk. III pp. 151 -154). She Stands for common Humanity and its love. This view gains weight from the fact that Browning always creates individual characters, never types or abstractions, to represent a class or to focus a set of emotions.
The wild Speeches of Pauline's lover have thus a definite, underlying meaning. In the opening stanzas he cries "Thou wilt be m ine, and smile and take All shapes and shames". He wishes that "I had sät By thee forever from the flrst, in place Of my wild dreams of beauty and of good, Or with them, 2 ) äs an earnest of their truth". Further, "I will give up all gained, äs willingly As one gives up a charm which shuts him out From hope or part or care in human kind" (p. 3).
In reference to Shelley: " I have nought in common with him, shapes Which followed him avoid me, and foul forms Seek me" (p. 4). The shapes were probably idealistic conceptions and the foul forms came from the everyday world. Immediately after describing how he had lived in the light of Shelley and the Greeks (p. Browning thus, in the year 1832, gives ardent utterance to a yearning to draw his Inspiration from and limit his theme to common humanity in all its phases. c) Shakespeare against early influences. That Shakespeare helped to bring the young Browning to the state of mind described above may be judged from the facts given below and concluded from chap III. where it will be shown that Shakespeare has a large influence on the work which immediately succeeds Pauline. Lack of biographical Information prevents an a priori demonstration. But the fact of the poet's comparative stationariness after 1833, which has so often been dwelt upon, justifies the application of the following to his period of change.
The Speaker in Christmas Eve, published 1850, is made to say: "I declare our Poet, him Whose insight makes all others dim: A thousand poets pried at life, And only one amid the strife Rose to be Shakespeare" (st. XVI p. 491).
In the Essay, written in 1851, Browning speculates in regard to the conditions which governed Shakespeare's prying at life: "Did a sense of duty or of love lead it (Shakespeare's soul) to communicate its own sensations to mankind? Did an irresistible sympathy with men compel it to bring down and suit its own prevision of knowledge and beauty to their narrow scope?" And the "objective poet", Shakespeare, has the "double faculty of seeing external objects more clearly, widely and distinctly than is possible to the average mind, at the same time that he is so acquainted and in sympathy later, the Speaker in Development, after describing how Wolfs Prolegomena and its successors had unsettled his hoyish attitude towards the Greeks, says: "But then, 'No dream's worth waking', Browning says." with its narrower compreliension äs to be able to supply it with no other materials than it can combine into an intelligible whole".
The above would naturally be, in the eyes of Pauline's author, the ultimate ground for Shakespeare's dramatic work. Shakespeare is here much more than an intuitive artist, and one the nature of whose work was largely shaped by demands of stage, public and pocket. Like the reflective artist, Browning, he consciously devotes his knowledge and limits the scope of his poetry to what mankind feels.
Unlike Byron, his own father, and his patron Landor, Browning broke entirely with eighteenth Century and classic ideals in poetry. 1 ) Scores of parallele which lie beyond the scope of this essay because of their purely aesthetic nature have been drawn between his work and Shakespeare's in regard to realism of style (E. g. Herford).
In Aristophanes' Apology, 1875, Browning puts into the mouth of his hero a criticism of the Greek dramatists and a prophecy pointing to Shakespeare (p. 739). "Euripides hangs fixed, Gets knowledge through the single aperture Of High and Right", declares Aristophanes and Claims that he himself is a truer "friend of man" because ready to "Face Low and Wrong and Weak and all the rest, And still drink knowledge". But he believes that there may arise a dramatist who, with power past guess, will "take in every side at once, And not sucessively, may reconcile ') Brooke says: "He deliberately put aside the classic traditions is poetry." Mrs. Orr: "Browning's deep feeling for the humanities of Greek literature and his almost passionate love for the language contrasted strangely with his refusal to regard even the first of Greek writers äs inodels" (p. 308).
But that Shakespeare had a probable part in this development has scarcely been suggested.
One exception to the above is the beautiful poem Artemis Prologizes, over which the Greek atmosphere hroods. But it is significant that it was intended to he part of a tragedy in which the author lost interest and which he ahondoned (Orr p. 130 This trenchant opinion is in accord with those feelings expressed in connection with Shakespeare. Coleridge and his friends, according to Browning's Standard, were too seif involved, did not "bring down and suit" their previsions to real life.
Browning never again wrote "Lines" on or to anything. He states on Nov. 8th, 1843: "The fact is, in my youth, i. e. childhood, I wrote only musically -and after, stopped all that" (Domett). He cherished äs late äs March, 1842, the decidedly un-Shakespearean ambition "to build ahuge öde".
2 ) It did not materialize. Only occasionally and fitfully can a personal, lyrical strain be heard in his works. In nothing more strikingly than in his conception of Nature does he differ from the Lake School and Keats. For him there is no all-pervading life, no ever present mystery, no self-sufficient beauty in Nature. She is for Browning what she was for Shakespeare, -a background for the drama of human life.
In connection with the passage from the Letters quoted above occurs the following: "Lord Byron is altogether in my affection again. I have read on to the end, and am quite sure of the great qualities which the last ten or fifteen years had partially obscured. Only a little longer life and all would have been gloriously right again."
One great quality for which Browning continued to admire 8 ) v. B. S. P. vol. , Appendix p. 94, also Wise vol. I.
8
) Brooke remarks: "She is of little importance unless man be present, and then she is no more than the scenery in a drama." 7*
Byron above the latter's contemporaries was bis creative or dramatic power. 4 ) Why did not Byron retain or regain a large influence on the poet's work äs well äs on Ms affections? Hints in several later poems are evidence of an underlying conviction that Byron failed äs poet in äs far äs, unlike Shakespeare, he did not devote bis power to common humanity. It must have been this conviction which had obscured for the young Browning, in the füll ardour of bis Pauline and Sordello resolutions, the "great qualities" of which a resumed study of Byron convinced bim in 1846.
In Pacchiarotto, Browning compares bis own poetic attitude witb Shakespeare's (v. chap II b) and says boisterously in the Epilogue: "Man's thoughts and loves and hates! Earth is my vineyard, these grew there Earth's yield! Who yearn for the Dark Blue Sea's, 5 ) Let them lay, pray, praythe addle-pates! Mine be Man's thoughts, loves, hates!"
Much the same strain runs through twenty-four lines of Fifine at the Fair, wbere phrases from Childe Harold are twisted against their author and in favour of mankind (st. 67 p. 344); also through a page of Prince Hohenstiel-Schwangau, beginning with the words "0 littleness of man!" (p. 299). Byron is here called "the great ocean-playfellow" who "puts mankind well outside himself"! The Speaker, on the other band, declares "all eise but what man feels is nought" (p. 299).
The poet's break with bis master Shelley has already been pointed out in connection with Pauline.
Finally, Browning like Shakespeare found Italy rieh in dramatic subjects. But Italian literature was for him äs for bis predecessor nothing more than a source.
6
) He is doubtless thinking of Shakespeare when he writes that he holds "an *) "He never ceased to honour him äs the one poet who combined a constructive Imagination with the more technical qualities of his art" (Orr p. 33).
) Browning is perhaps thinking of the time when he himself u yearned for wastes of ocean" (sec. a). e ) Browning is thns in contrast to his inende the Pre-Raphaelites. E. g. " the gentle melancholy which prevades Rossetti's works was derived from his namesake Dante" v. D. G. Rossetti by H. C. Mariliier, 1904. old belief -that Italy is stuff for the use of the North and no more. Pure Poetry there is none, nearly äs possible none, in Dante even, -material for Poetry in the pitifullest romancist of their thousands, on the contrary" (L. I p. 53).
. Shakespeare in Browning's Thought-WorlcL a) Theory of Poetry. The Essay, particularly the first five paragraphs, contains what may be called Browning's philosophy of poetry. Shakespeare is made the keystone. The Essay is written in a peculiarly reticent style. Only once is Shakespeare directly referred to, but it can easily be seen that under the term "objective poet" he is always understood and that he is always in the foreground of the writer's thoughts. Four important phases are äs follows.
1. The world's poet's are divided into two main classes. First, the '· objective poet one whose endeavour has been to reproduce things external". Second, "the subjective poet, whose study has been himself", notably Shelley: "He is rather a seer than a fashioner." 2. The objective poet "chooses to deal with the doings of men, the result of which dealing, in its pure form is what we call dramatic poetry". But "rarely it happens that either (faculty) is found so decidedly prominent and superior äs to be pronounced comparatively pure".
3. "It would be idle to enquire, of these two kinds of faculty in Operation, which is the higher or even rarer endowment. If the subjective might seem to be the ultimate requirement of every age, the objective, in the strictest state, must retain its original value. For it is with this world, äs starting point and basis alike, that we shall always have to concern ourselves: the world is not to be learned and thrown aside but reverted to and relearned. The spiritual comprehension inay be infinitely subtilized, but the raw material it operates on must remain."
4. "There is a time when the general eye has, so to speak, absorbed its fill of the phenomena and desires
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rather to learn the exacter significance of what it possesses, than to receive any augmentation of what it possessed." Such a period was undoubtedly constituted, in Browning's eyes, by the two hundred years following Shakespeare's death. At such time is "the opportunity for the poet of loftier vision" (cf. the Shelley who was followed by the idealistic "shapes" in Pauline). "There may be no end of" these subjective poets. They work "till, at unawares, the world is found to be subsisting wholly on the shadow of a reality, on sentiments diluted from passions, on the tradition of a fact, the convention of a moral". "Then is the imperative call for the appearance of another sort of poet", who shall give "a supply of the fresh and living swathe".
The significance of these points for Browning's attitude to Shakespeare may be traced äs follows.
1. It would have been impossible for Browning to conceive that the general nature of his own work, up to date, was äs objective äs Shakespeare's. Many of his characters had been impregnated with what he had obtained from a study of himself.
2. But his poetry had been "always dramatic in principle" (v. chap I a, note 2) and he undoubtedly believed that the objective faculty was in him preponderant.
With chap I c in mind, the following may be concluded: 3. Browning feit that his own "raw material" was a reversion to Shakespeare's, no matter how "subtilized" his comprehension of it.
4. The preceding age of poets had passed too far out of touch with Shakespearean realism; it was time for a new supply of the "living swathe", and he himself was to give it. Miss Barrett, doubtless with her lover's acquiescence, once designated his work äs "this bringing down the Angels of the Ideal into the very depths of the Real" (L. II p. 92).
b) Attitüde in Poetry.
In several poems of the Pacchiarotto volume, 1876, Browning gives fragmentary, sometimes jocular utterance to his feelings äs a dramatic poet, firstly, towards the reading public and secondly, towards everday life. It is generally considered that these poems were written simply in lighter vein and have no more significance than that they protest against the practice of identifying opinions expressed by puppets with the poet's own, and against what is called poetic melancholy. *) Studied in connection with the Essay and with scattered hints from other quarters, they give evidence of Browning's belief that bis own attitude in poetry was to some extent a return to Shakespeares.
The Prologue, I believe, strikes the same note, although very lightly, äs that sounded in One Word More, 1855, and at the close of the first canto of The Ring and the Book: the poet's wife had been the only person who could really know the life behind bis song.
2 )
Poet and Public. 1. In the next poem, Pacchiarotto, Browning lays aside a reserve maintained for forty years (st. 24). Speaking in bis own person he, firstly, warns critics not to expect to reach bis inner life. E. g. "Don't trample the grass, hocus-pocus With grime my Spring dewdrop and crocus" (st. 26). The same idea had been privately expressed in similar metaphor äs early äs 1845: "It's nothing to you, critics, bucksters, all of you, if I have this garden and this conscience" (L. I p. 19). And in the Epilogue he utters bis determination not to "pluck and impound" the flowers in bis own meadow in Order to make wine for the palates of the curious (sts. 24, 25). In everyday life, Browning "was habitually reticent where bis deeper feelings were concerned" (Orr p. 388).
Secondly, there is a jocular thrust at that kind of poet who, in the writer's opinion, reveals too much of bis own troubles and passions in bis verse: "Banjo-Byron that twangs the strum-strum there" (st. 27). The opinion had been expressed more plainly in several lines of The Inn Album (Pt. VI p. 460). The idea is developed at length and metaphorically ') The quotation which heads At the Mermaid, for instance, leads one to take the poem lightly. See below. in Shop. The shop is "wide and showy" (st. 4). But enquiries discover that the owner himself, instead of possessing some secluded suburb palace, sleeps in a hole at the rear of the störe.
In At the Mermaid, Shakespeare is made to express the same two ideas. The poem is headed by a quotation adapted from Ben Jonson: "The flgure that thou here seest ... Tut! Was is for gentle Shakespeare put?" The latter is represented äs addressing Jonson and others in the famous tavern. Firstly, he refuses to lay bare his soul in verse: "Which of you did I enable Once to slip inside my breast, There to catalogne and label What I like least, what love best" etc.
Secondly, he deprecates the method of his predecessor, Marlowe, who gained himself "praise and pity both" by making a parade of his woes, and refuses to to win popularity in the same way. Browning undoubtedly sees here a parallel to a contrast between himself and Byron.
2. Further, Shakespeare says he is prepared to "waive the present time". "Some new age" will do him füll justice. He refuses to be made the "bubble-king" of any special party, but expresses a desire to be a "friend, good fellow" in his admirers" eyes.
3 ) Popularity, 1855. describes a "true poet". His work is not fully appreciated by the contemporary world, but he "holds the future fast, accepts the coming ages' duty".
Browning's own carelessness for present popularity is well known. In the Essay he says that among the main causes of bad poetry are "love of riches, of distinction, of notoriety, the desire of a triumph over rivals". On the other hand, his cordiality towards aquaintances was great. "His cordiality was not insincere but it belonged to his outer, not his inner seif" (Dowden p. 329). In a letter of 1881 concerning the aims of the newly founded Browning Society he says: "Oh! my gentle Shakespeare 4 ) how well you feit and 3 ) Perhaps Browning is thinking particularly of Shakespeare's supposed attitude in the quarrel between Jonson and Marston and Decker. 4 ) Browning's belief in the underlying truth of this epithet is again attested by a letter of Jan. 27th, 1881, which deals with the aUeged use of abusive langnage by one Shakespearean critic towards another: " My first said 'never anything can be amiss when simpleness and duty tender it'." But he disliked the idea of founding a school in poetry and "always refrained from noticing any erroneous Statement" which appeared in the B. S. P. (Orr).
3. Shakespeare points to bis "life-long work" and says it contains all of himself that he is willing to display. "Here's the work I band, this scroll, Yours to take or leave." In the Essay Browning had said: "The man (Shakespeare) passes, the work remains. The work speaks for itself the biography of the worker is no more necessary to the understanding or enjoyment of it, than is a model or anatomy of some tropical tree to the right tasting of the fruit." "We learn only what he intended we should learn." On the other hand: "it is naturally with the biography of the subjective poet that we have the deeper concern", and "a füll life of Shelley should be written at once".
)
In House, the poet declares of himself: "Outside should suffice for evidence; And whoso desires to penetrate Deeper must dive by the spirit-sense." It can here be stated that it is apparent that Browning's conception of Shakespeare which, although not borne out is not precluded by the known facts concerning the latter, was obtained "by the spirit-sense".
In reply to the Charge that such reticence marked him äs "the exception" ainong poets, he points to Shakespeare, at the same time denying Wordsworth's assertion that the latter had "unlocked bis heart" in bis sonnets. "Did Shakespeare? If so, the less Shakespeare he!" That is, Shakespeare was äs dramatic in bis sonnets äs in bis plays. Browning once remarked: "Shakespeare chose to "envy this man's art and that man's scope' in the Sonnets" (L. II p. 87).
Gosse records of Browning: "I had several times ventured to point out to him how valuable would be some authentic iinpulse would be to invoke the spirit of 'gentle Shakespeare', that no wrong should be done in his name to a member of the brotherhood of students combiniug to do him suit and service." v. Correspondence of R. B. with Halliwell-Phillips (British Museum).
5 ) The reason is, " in our approach to the (subjective) poetry, \ve must uecessarily approach the personality of the poet". account of his life, but he always put the Suggestion from him" (Preface).
4. In the Epilogue, the poet refuses to modify bis work in such a way äs to cause it to be more read. And he points out that "There are forty barreis with Shakespeare's brand. Some five or six are abroach; the rest Stand spigoted How comes it that still untouched they stand?" Poet and Life.
Shakespeare in At the Mermaid expresses an optimistic joy in everyday life. He finds "earth not grey but rosy". He has not wasted his youth in pleasure, is not losing bis joy s with age, and says in regard t o death: "My sun sets to rise again." This reads like Browning's own life. And in his last published poem, the Epilogue to Asolando, he repeated an often expressed conviction that we "sleep to wake".
2. Shakespeare also says of his life: "Doubtless I am pushed and shoved by Rogues and fools enough; the more Good luck mine, I love am loved by" etc. A critic remarks: "Es war stets ein Lieblingsgedanke von Shakespeare, dafs das Übel da ist, um zum Guten zu dienen. 6 ) Browning must have feit that such was also true of Shakespeare äs man. It is true of himself. In Sordello he terms "Evil, the scheine by which Good labours to exist" (Bk. III p. 152), and the thought is a main theme of his subsequent poetry.
3. In Bishop Blougram's Apology, 1855, occurs a passage of sixty-eight lines dealing with Shakespeare (p. 535). The Bishop says in part: "On points of taste to speak it humbly, he and I are dowered alike." And the author himself doubtless feit similarly.
The Bishop puts the question, would Shakespeare say "In the face of my soul's works Your world is worthless and I touch it not", and draws a negative answer from the facts of the bard's life: "He leaves his towers and gorgeous palaces To build the trimmest house in Stratford town; Saves money, spends it, owns the worth of things, e ) Professor Braudl's Shakespeare. Giulio Romano's pictures, 7 ) Dowland's lute; 8 ) Enjoys a show" etc.
Browning's own life was characterized by an intense love for his own hörne, sensible use of money, and delight in painting, music and the theatre. The Bishop contends, moreover, that if Shakespeare lived at the present day he would be quite ready to enjoy "Greek busts, Venetian paintings, Eoman walls, And English books, none equal to his own". All of these the poet himself enjoyed.
In the last ten stanzas of Shop, Browning gives his idea of what a poet's life should be under the flgure of a business man who delights in home and simple amusements out of work hours. How it Strikes a Contemporary, 1855, pictures a poet who leads a commonplace life and who "walked about and took account Of all thought, said and acted", without letting his private life be known.
Henry James says of Browning: <% The poet and the member of society were dissociated in him äs they can rarely elsewhere have been." And Browning evidently thought the same of his great forerunner. He writes on Oct. llth, 1881, in reference to the fact that he had been greatly blamed on account of certain of the opinions expressed by the Speaker in Hohenstiel-Schwangau: "You might äs well Charge Shakespeare with holding that there were men whose heads grew beneath their shoulders, because Othello told Desdemona he had seen such" (Wise).
4. In Ferishtah's Fancies, 1884, the author writes, äs nowhere eise, in a gravely didactic vein. He indirectly justifles himself by heading the work with the following quotation from Collier's Historical Dictionary:
a His (Shakespeare's) genius was very jocular, but, when disposed, he could be very serious." "Dowland to thee is dear, whose heavenly touch Upon the lute doth ravish human sense." The sonnet of which these verses form part is uow known to have been written by Bichard Barnfield in 1598. v. Dictionary of National Biography.
c) Philosophy of Life.
The vivid conception of Shakespeare äs a thinking individual behind and greater than his work is bound up in a peculiar way with Browning's whole Philosophy of life, of which that theory of poetry outlined above is only an aspect.
With all his so-called metaphysics Browning, unlike most of the great nineteenth Century poets, was nothing of a pantheist, unless in that biographically dark period of his discipleship to Shelley. From Pauline to Asolando his poetry constantly evidences and presupposes a belief in a Divine Being who, however closely in touch with man and nature, is always consciously distinct from them. The poet's other religious beliefs have been matter for much conjecture while this one can scarcely be questioned. It has been accounted for in terms of ancestry, education, Jewish affinities and the like. A more substantial ground lies in his possession of and reverence for the dramatic power.
The poet could never find a higher method of selfexpression than tlie calling up of individual characters distinct from his own. He was often urged by Miss Barrett to speak in his own person, and once took the following determination: "I shall stoop of a sudden under and out of this dancing ring of men and women hand in hand, and stand still awhile, should my eyes dazzle"; 1 ) and thereupon he would compose a certain "First Poem of mine to be" (L. I p. 27). But this First Poem proved to be Christmas Eve and Easter Day which, while probably throwing more light on the poet's inner seif than any other, consists of dramatic monologues by two personages widely different in character from the writer and is immediately followed by the Men and Women series.
Even outside of poetry Browning expresses himself most effectively in this manner; his correspondence is crowded with dramatis personae of all kinds. Two of the most striking examples are a letter on duelling and another on women's rights (L.
p. 46 and I p. 356). This attitude of mind, beyond and in spite of his speculative reason, coloured the poet's outlook on the universe.
') The dedication of Luria, shortly afterwards, says tliat the piece is the "last atteinpt for the preseiit at dramatic poetry". Following is a rare bit of personal testimony by Moncure D. Conway: "There was something in bis tone which suggested bis dramatic conception of religious ideals" (Sharpe). Therefore the persistent use of stage-metaphors in Browning's poetry has something far more than merely artistic significance. For him äs for Shakespeare, and for the same reason, all the world was a stage. The following examples are drawn from widely different quarters.
Jochanan Hakkadosh endeavours to "act man triumphantly, Enrich life's annals with example how I played Lover, Bard, Soldier, Statist" (p. 641). Prince Hohenstiel says: "life's hard, Occasion rare; you cut probation short, And, being half instructed, on the stage You shuffle through your part äs best you can God takes time" (p. 305).
2 ) The.aged Pope in The Ring and the Book: "I stand here, not off the stage though close On the exit; and my last act, äs my first, I owe the scene and Him who armed me thus With Paul's sword" (line 1954 p. 243). Pacchiarotto devotes twenty-nine lines to a metaphor in which life is a stage: "AlFs well that ends well; through Art's magic, Some end, whether comic or tragic, The Artist has purposed" (st. 22). Tresham, after taking poison, cries: " There are blind ways provided, the foredone Heart-weary player in this pageant-world Drops out by, letting the main masque defile By the conspicuous portal" (Blot in the 'Scutcheon, Act III sc. 2). The poet, speaking exceptionally in propria persona, states and then repudiates the opinion that "somehow every actor, somewhere in this earthly scene, fails" (La Saisiaz, p. 546).
God is therefore for Browning a great creative artist. In Paracelsus, where opinions which thereafter underwent small modification were expressed with youthful directness, a fine passage pictures how God "tastes an infinite joy" in all bis creations, from highest to lowest (Pt. V p. 69). And after reviewing bis own too ambitious attempts, Aprile the poet cries: "God is the perfect poet, Who in bis person acts
2 ) The idea of the passage is, God only half instnicts his actors in order that they may grow strong by learning their own parts in life's drama. bis own creations" (Pt. II p. 36).
3 ) That is, God transcends the earthly artist by bis power to imbue bis creations with bis own life. In stage language, God's dramatis personae and bis actors are identical. A more philosophical version of the same tbought is given in the Essay where Browning says there is a "Supreme Intelligence which apprehends all things in their absolute truth, -an ultimate view ever aspired to, if but partially attained, by the poet's own soul".
It is apparent that Browning regards the poet's creative power, although limited, äs essentially the same in nature äs that of the Divinity. He once confided to Miss Barrett: "The more one sits and thinks of the creative process [in art] the more it confirms itself äs Inspiration, nothing more nor less" (L. I p. 98).
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) In this light the following sonnet, which was not published by the poet, is not simply a fine expression of admiration for Shakespeare; it is a vital piece of bis own philosophy of life. The Speaker in Christmas Eve says that, if Christ were simply a great man, "I would call such a Christ our Saint, äs l declare our Poet Shakespeare: each shall take his crown, Td say, for the world's sake". The reason is: "these found truth out at a glance"; they had used their divine gifts "äs none beside" (st. 16).
Finally, the following bold thought was uttered by Browning at a dinner in 1864 when the arrangements for the Shakespeare tercentenary were discussed. It evidently impressed a gentleman who was present and he recorded it in his diary: "Here we are called upon to acknowledge Shakespeare, we who have him in our very boness and blood, our very selves. The very recognition of Shakespeare's merits by the Comittee reminds me of nothing so apt äs an Illustration äs the decree of the Directoire that men might acknowledge God".<9
The poet perhaps imputing some of his own mental condition to Shakespeare, conceived that the latter feit very strongly the possession of his Godlike creative power and delighted in its use: his "soul's delight in its own extended sphere of vision set it, for the gratification of an insuppressible power, on labour" (Essay). Bishop Blougram refers to Shakespeare's "power and consciousness and seif-delight".
It can be seen that Browning's attitude to Shakespeare was based on his deepest feelings, and not on that searching, critical intellect which he usually brought to the consideration of men and books. It must have been partly for this reason that he did not attempt, like his predecessor Coleridge or like many literary contemporaries, to express his conception in connected or critical form. Dowden has saved the following two characteristic expressions of opinion. In regard to the Shakespeare-Bacon controversy, "it was certain that the author of the essays could not have been the author of the plays". "He could see nothing of Shakespeare, he declared, in the tragedy of Titus Andronicus." Blougram taunts bis table companion with endeavouring to seize "two (new) points in Hamlet's soul" (p. 541). The following verses occur in Waring, 1842: "A clear stage and a crowd to see! Some Garrick, say, out shall not he The heart of Hamlet's mystery pluck?" (Pt. I, st. 6).
The enthusiastic Liberal in The Lost Leader, 1845, has evidently feit in Shakespeare's works that Liberalism which is more apparent in the lives of the three poets with whom his name is here coupled: "Shakespeare was of us, Milton was for ns, Burns, Shelley were with us, -they watch from their graves!"
Browning once names Shakespeare "the Prophet" (L. I p. 140).
III. Shakespeare's Influence on Early Form
and Method.
From the preceding chapters may be concluded, a posteriori, that Shakespeare played a large part in determining the twenty-one year old poet's devotion to realism and to the dramatic principle. a) Browning's acknowledgement. The general effect which his subsequent life-long study of Shakespeare had on Browning's poetry is indicated by his own words in the Essay: Shakespeare, apart from his appeal to the average mind, has a special significance for "spirits of a like endowment with his own, who, by means of his abstract [his dramas], can forthwith pass to the reality it was made from [human lifej, and either corroborate their impressions of things known already, or supply themselves with new from SHAKESPEARE'S STONIFICANCE FOR BROWNING. 113 whatever shows in the inexhaustible variety of existence may have hitherto escaped their knowledge". In brief, Shakespeare was continually teaching Browning to understand and depict human nature.
1 ) The result is far more to be feit than demonstrated. in that vivid procession of characters from Michal to Ned Bratts. This is explained in the first place by Browning's remarkable individuality in style. He writes in 1887: "So far äs a preference of a particular i style' is concerned, I believe that mine was just the same at first äs at last. I cannot name any one author who exclusively influenced me in that respect" (Orr p. 402). Secondly, in regard to method it will be seen from the following pages that from the beginning Browning was very conscious that his own had more to do "with the primal elements of humanity", and less "with the combination of humanity in action", than his predecessor's. The phrases quoted are used in the Essay to contrast the "modern poet" with Shakespeare.
Therefore that which passes from Shakespeare to Browning takes on a decidedly new aspect. Comparatively little of it is to be definitely traced in stylistic details. But this little appears great in contrast to the combined part played by the rest of the "thousaud poets" (v. chap I c) in this respect, b) Change of form. While abandoning lyrical poetry, Browning had no intention of following Shakespeare in regard to form. Instead, "he planned a series of monodramatic epics, narratives of the life of typical souls" (Gosse p. 27), -a scheine which would have surprised Shakespeare. Pauline, a fragment of one of these epics, attained completion doubtless because inspired, äs has been shown, by the poet's own deepest feelings. The rest were abandoned in favour of Paracelsus.
Pauline fails to be a dramatic monologue, in that sense of the word which Browning's later work made current, be-114 G. R. ELLTOTT, cause the circumstances governing the Speaker and their action on Ms character are not indicated with dramatic skill. The poem, nevertheless, embodies that monodramatic principle through which after 1846 Browning was to find füllest expression for bis genius. It is prophetic of the period which culminates in The Ring and the Book. The heroine herseif prefigures, however faintly, those silent listeners who were to be used with consummate art in inany of the later monologues; who exercise an influence on the Speaker and whose characters, words and actions are given through bis medium. *)
Browning himself in later life constantly depreciated the poem, 2 ) but that he feit its significance in the above respect is evident from the following. In 1846 he writes of Pauline that it was "ambiguous, feverish", but emphasises that it was "not boylike" (L. I p. 402).s) And three years after the publication of Dramatis Personae he calls Pauline a "crude, preliminary sketch" of that style of poetry "which I have since written according to a scheme less extravagant and scale less impracticable"; he adds that the poem "on reviewal, appears not altogether wide of some hint of the characteristic features of that particular dramatis persona it would fain have represented" (Preface to 1868 edition).
It may therefore be concluded that the ground plan of Men and Women and Dramatis Personae was already laid in the proposed "series of monodramatic epics". Nevertheless, not only was the scheme abandoned in 1833 but the monodramatic principle itself was relegated to a secondary place until 1846. It is to be seen in a majority of the shorter poems of the period 4 ) but these, although now generally prized above the dramas, were then regarded by the poet äs SÖAKESPEARE'S SIGNIFICAÜCE fou BROWNING. 115 mere side-issues to the latter and are repeatedly referred to äs such in bis letters.
)
For the change of form a reason is suggested by a pseudonymous foot-note to Pauline where the young author takes the unprecedented course of appending a trenchant criticism of bis own work. It reads in part: "Je n'en crois pas moins au grand principe de toute composition -ä ce principe de Shakespeare, de Rafaelle, de Beethoven, d'ou il suit que la concentration des idees est due bien plus ä leur conception qu'ä leur inise en exocution: j'ai tout lieu de craindre que la premifere de ces qualites ne soit encore etrangere ä mon ami, et je doute fort qu'un redoublement de travail lui fasse acquorir la seconde."
It is significant that Shakespeare, not one of Browning's earlier masters, is here cited. The young poet, newly determined to devote himself to dramatic poetry, had doubtless silently contrasted bis own flrst attempt with the concentrated effect of the Sbakespearean play and attributed some of the former's diffuseness to its monodramatic form. With "redoubled labour" to acquire Shakespearean unity for bis own more psychological method, he now enters a period of experiment with forms which widely differ from that of Pauline and approximate, in varying degrees, to the Shakespearean one. They may be divided roughly into three semi-dramas (Paracelsus, Pippa Passes, SouTs Tragedy), five stage plays and one play not intended for the theatre (Luria). This period ends only with Luria in 1846. While discussing the skeleton of this drama with Miss Barrett, the author lays stress on "the oneness which I most wish to preserve" (L. I p. 261). And it will be shown that during this period Browning takes many hints from Shakespeare in regard to "conception" and "execution". After 1846 small influence of Shakespeare is to be traced in either.
There is nothing to show that earlier than 1836 Browning entertained any serious ambition to be an actual play-writer. The following fact, which refers to bis boyhood (before the 5 ) E. g., on May 22nd, 1842, he talks buoyantly of bis forthcoming plays and adds:
u I shall print a few songs and small poems which Moxon advised me to do for popularity's sake!" v. Domett. 8* age of fourteen), Stands in stränge insularity: "Miss Browning teils me that he made his school fellows act plays, some of which he had written for them" (Orr p. 31). The unique form in which Paracelsus, 1835, is cast may be designated äs a compromise with Shakespeare. It arose, I think, from the poet's desire to gain soraething of Shakespearean effect, joined with a consciousness of the individuality of his own method. In a note to the first edition Browning declared: "I have endeavoured to write a poem, not a drama." And he carefully warns the reader not to judge it by the long established "canons of the drama". But the "poem" is headed by a list of four dramatis personae, has five divisions corresponding to acts (each of which has a vivid scenic background), works towards a crisis in the middle and is ended by the death of the hero. That it afterwards took its place in the poet's mind äs the first of his series of dramas is shown by the following: "It [Luria] is all in long Speeches.
In a drama of this kind all the events (and interest) take place in the minds of the actors, -somewhat like Paracelsus in that respect" (L. I p. 395). "I was uninterruptedly, almost in London from the time I published Paracelsus till I ended that string of plays with Luria" (letter of 1865).
c) Paracelsus.
In Pauline there are no marks of Shakespeare. Browning's conception of the hero's character had a confused complexity which communicated itself to the portrayal and which thus Stands in contrast to the subtly drawn complexity of Hamlet. There were no leading· threads on which the author concentrated his ideas. It was this which the poet must have feit in the self-criticism quoted above. For in Paracelsus he follows "that principle of Shakespeare" to an extreme and builds his conception on a few broad, simple lines, -lines which appear to a certain exten t äs leading threads in three of Shakespeares heroes.*) Like Hamlet Paracelsus feels the pressure of a duty imposed by a supernatural power, is thrown against a world which he despises, becoines half distract and succeeds only with death. He has, however, the rampant, egoistic ambition of Richard III and the faculty of Brutus for idealistic theories which do not work out in practice. But these traits are developed not so much in the world of action äs in that of thought.
2 ) Paracelsus' task is not to kill a king but to find mankind's greatest good, bis ambition aims at absolute knowledge instead of absolute rule, and his theories deal not with republics and battles but with the conduct of his own life. In dramatic handling and style, however, are to be found clear echoes of Hamlet, Eichard III and Julius Caesur.
1. Browning like Shakespeare provides his hero with a satellite. Festus, an entirely unhistorical character, has the faithful affection of an Horatio and the practical sense of a Cassius. Like them he is used throughout äs a foil to the chief character.
The crisis in Pt. III has the same peculiarity äs that in the third act of Hamlet: it consists, not in some culminative effort on the part of the hero, but in his failure to achieve.
The discouraged Paracelsus soliloquizes in decidedly Hamletian style: "An end, a rest! this throbbing brow To cease, this beating heart to cease, all cruel And gnawing thoughts to cease!" (Pt. II p. 28). cf. "To die, to sleep to say we end To heart-ache and the thousand natural shocks" etc. (III, 1).
Festus says of Paracelsus' diseased fancies, "These are foul vapours", and refers to his Speeches äs "the confusion of these wild words" (Pt. III p. 41). Hamlet fancies the firmament äs "a foul and pestilent congregation of vapours" (II, 2). Of his speech Horatio says: "These are but wild and whirling words" ( , ).
The hero's musings upon the levelling of all ranks in the graveyard (Pt. V p. 65) serve, like Hamlet's in the churchyard scene, äs a prelude to his own death.
The crazed and dying singer, Aprile, is aftervvards called "the poor melodious wretch" (Pt. \ f p. 71). cf. The *) This is a particular instance of the inain reason why criticism has not been inclined to point out any shaping influence of Shakespeare 011 Browniiig's work äs a whole.
Queen's description of Ophelia's death: "the poor wretch" and "her melodious lay" (IV, 7).
Paracelsus speaks of his diseased soul in language which echoes the measure and metaphor of that in which the Ghost describes the poisoned body: "My glozing self-deceit, my outward crust Of lies which wrap, äs tetter morphew, furfair Wrapt the sound flesh" (Pt. IV p. 59). cf. "And a most instant tetter bark'd about Most lazar-like, with vile and loathsome crust All my smooth body" (I, 5).
2. In a letter of April, 1835, to the editor of the Monthly Eepository, Browning speaks jokingly of the coming Paracelsus äs "my first appearance on any stage", and goes on to say that a certain critic may depend "that tho my 'now is the winter of our discontent' be rather awkwärd, yet there shall be occasional outbreaks of good stuff -that I shall warm äs I go on, and finally wish 'Richmond at the bottom of the seas' etc. in the best style imaginable. Excuse all this swagger."
The second of the two lines enclosed in quotation marks does not occur in Richard . It is Browning's metric imitation of "There let him sink and be the seas on him" (IV, 4). The above is cited äs evidence that, while in the act of writing his poem, the author had in mind the style of Richard III, a play from which in later years he especially enjoyed reading aloud (v. chap IV a). A little of the "swagger" of Richard can be feit in the bold, simple, often irregulär march of syllables in the poem, the style of which differs notably from the swift flow of Pauline and Sordello in this respect.
The resemblance is tangible in only a few instances. Festus speaks of the apparent success of Paracelsus: "the sunrise Well warranted our faith in this füll noon" (Pt. III p. 37). Richard speaks of the success of his house: "Our discentent Made glorious summer by this sun of York." There is a similarity in metre, metaphor and alliteration.
Compare the stagey methods of expression in the following (the repeated phrase occurs only this once in Shakespeare) "Proves nothing? Is our interchange of love Yet to begin? Have I to swear I mean" etc. (Pt. IV p. 55). "This interchange of love, I here protest, Upon my part shall be inviolable" (II, 1). SHAKESPEABE'S SIGNIFICANCE FOB BROWNING.
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In its distribution of metric pauses, however, the style on the whole resembles that of Hamlet rather than that of Kichard. To this fact there are two surprising exceptions in Pt. II (p. 33). These consist of two stylistic devices which occur nowhere eise in the whole of Browning's works. They are common in Shakespeare's earlier style, the first especially so in Kichard III.
First, the repetition of the same final word in a succession of endstopt blank verses:
"Every passion sprang from man, conceived by man, Would I express and clothe it in its right form, Or blend with others struggling in one form, Or show expressed by an ungainly form. Oh, if you marvelled at some mighty spirit With a fit frame to execute its willEven unconsciously to work its will," etc.
Second, the ciosing of an important blank verse speech with an end-stopt couplet:
"I Charge thee, by thy fealty, be calm! Teil me what thou wouldst be and what I am!" Paracelsus, like Kichard, pays the penalty of egoism. Just before bis death he has fearful visions (Pt. V p. 62): "Here stand my rivals; Latin, Arab, Jew, Greek, join dead hands against me." Further, "And she is gone; sweet human love is gone!" Finally, "Tis but a dream -no more!" The corresponding Situation in Richard's case may be outlined by the following quotations from Act V, 3: "Soft! I did but drearn." "I shall despair. There is no creature loves me." u Methought the souls of all that I had murdered Game to rny tent."
3. The death of Festus' beloved wife, Michal, is brought in with much the same dramatic effect äs that of Portia.
3 ) Paracelsus and Festus, like Brutus and Cassius, have been engaged in a long discussion during which the objections 3 ) There is nothing in Paracelsus' hiograph}' which could have even faiutly suggested the sceue.
raised by Festus to his friend's conduct have been overborne, äs usual, by the other's rhetoric.
Festus and Brutus have each concealed the terrible news; tinally, they hin t at it. Festus: "Sorrow has fallen on me of late" (Pt. IV p. 59). Brutus: "I am sick of many griefs" (IV, 3). Surprise is expressed by their companions. Then comes the truth suddenly in both cases: "Michal is dead!" "Portia is dead." It has to be repeated before believed. And then Paracelsus exclainis, "Pray Christ we do not craze!" Cassius: "0 ye immortal Gods!"
In spite of his mistakes, Paracelsus wins the title " noble Aureole" because he has always acted with good intent. Over his dead body, Festus closes the drama with "And this was Paracelsus!" Over the remains of the "noble Brutus", äs he is six times called in the play, Antony says: "This was the noblest Roman He only, in a general honest thought" etc.
Finally, it is very significant that Macready, the famous Shakespearean actor, found indications in Paracelsus of the poet's ability to write successful stage-drama (v. chap IV a). He, for one, did not pay alinost exclusive attention to the poem's individualistic thought and method. He was looking for some author who might raise the sunken drama of the time to something like its former level.
Browning made no consistent attempt to use antiquated speech in Paracelsus; the characters address and reason with one another in decidedly modern terms. The adoption, in many passages, of Elizabethan phrases, of which there were none in Pauline, is therefore the more suggestive. E. g.: "fancyfree" (Pt. I p. 26) cf. "fancy-free" (Dream, II, 1). "I Charge thee by thy fealty" (Pt. II p. 33) cf. "I Charge thee on thy allegiance" (Much Ado 1,1). "I would adventure nobly for their sakes" (Pt. II p. 34) cf. "I jtvould adventure for such merchandise" (Romeo II, 2). " 'Twere losing nothing to look well to it" (Pt. III p. 38) cf. "Thou wert best look to't" (As You Like It 1,1) and "Look to't well" (Othello III, 4). " Abate a jot" (Pt. IV p. 55) cf. "bäte one jot" (Coriolanus II, 2).
d) Method.
The influence of Shakespeare, so apparent in Paracelsus, is not to be found in Sordello, 1840. ^ And the poem denotes a pause in that development of form which was begun in its predecessor. It is Browning's one great attempt at what may be called immediate analysis of character. The poet himself recognised that his abandonment of drainatic form was not only temporary but uncongenial. "For once I face ye, friends", he says in the second stanza. "Never Of my own choice had this, if not the worst Yet not the best expedient, served to teil A story I could body forth so well By making speak, myself kept out of view, The very man äs he was wont to do".
2 ) And he urges, äs a reason forthis expedient, the difficulty of his theme.
A deeper reason is to be found in the fact that while writing Sordello Browning was more than ever possessed with the idea of a psychological method, one which he consciously contrasted with Shakespeares. This condition was prefigured in what has been shown of the Paracelsus method.
3 ) The aforementioned preface to that poem says in part: "Instead of having recourse to an external machinery of incidents to create and evolve the crisis, I have ventured to display somewhat minutely the mood itself in its rise and progress." The manner in which he actually did, with Shakespeare's help, make some use of "an external machinery" has been outlined. But in Sordello he abandons it entirely. 4 ) In brief, there is no compromise with Shakespeare in this poem. 1 ) Brooke notes the following interesting but intangible likeuess: "It is Hamlet over again, and when Sordello does act it is just äs Hamlet does, by a sudden impulse which lifts him from dreaming into momentary action." 2 ) Surely the fact that Browning's "conception" and "execution" were here unrestrained by dramatic form must be the ultimate reason, to which all others are simply accidental, for the poem's difficulty.
3 ) The form of Paracelsus could not satisfy the poet, since it gave füll play neither to his drainatic nor to his analytical power. It was never again employed.
4
) This refers, of course, only to the poem's main. theme, the development of Sordello's character; not to the passages which give the historical and natural background. ö. R. ELLIOTT, The preface says: "My stress lay on the incidents in the development of a soul." The "mood itself" is displayed with relentless minuteness.
The same line of thought appears, more strongly expressed and with more conspicuous reference to Shakespeare, in Sordello's speech before Salinguerra (Bk. V p. 176). He divides the world's poets into three classes. First, the poets like Dante, who simply "Show men, on evil or on good lay stress". The poet of the "next age" produces characters to "love, hate, hope, fear, peace make, war wage, In presence of you all.
5 ) This is Shakespeare, afterwards to become the "objective poet" of the Essay (v. chap II a).
Thirdly comes the Speaker himself who, "implied superior now", offers to "'unveil the last of mysteriesMan's inmost life shall yet have freer play: Once more I cast external things away, And natures composite so decompose That!' Why, he writes Sordello!"
The exclamation with which the writer Interrupts the speech means evidently that his puppet has just given utterance to Browning's own determination. The young author plainly feit at the time very strongly that he could "decompose" and analyse in poetry the "inmost life" of human natures without paying much attention to those external attributes mirrored by Shakespeare and partly drawn in Paracelsus. The same idea is worked out in another passage by Browning in propria persona (Bk. III p. 152). He whose mission is to teach others ho w to see, marks himself off sharply from the poet who simply describes what he sees. He is ready to "forgo his Promised Land" of popularity and "figure äs Metaphysic Poet".
It is apparent that this condition of mind had to be modified before Browning could produce his gallery of fulllength portraits of men and women, or that of Shakespeare's Caliban in his island. Sordello and Caliban stand at two
